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So, Maybe You’d Like Fries With That ? A New Modeler’s Tip

Text/Images: Mick Burton

Models: Delightful Damsel from dandy diner

There are those who make it as if we have to hide our passion for scale modelling , then join with still others who
reliably lament that “hobby is shrinking” . Well, if you aren’t willing to share, don’t expect any growth. ( cont’d on 3)

Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ REPEAT AFTER WE : BE A LITTLE LESS PRICKLY & OUR HOBBY COMMUNITY BE LESS SICKLY ”
The “sickly” I am referring to: the current trend to see our scale hobby
through the wrong end of the telescope, i.e; it’s dying, the hobby shops
are all closing, the clubs are just filled with “grumpy old men who don’t
want anyone joining and messing with “their thing”, etc”. Perhaps there
is an aspect of truth to some or all of that preceding, but after spending a
lot of time recently again delving into “archives” and dialoguing with a
few other “now grumpy, now old” folks who were once the “ shiny new
youth ” of them not so old days, totally take it as self fulfilling laziness.

Take a look at these two snapshots from a
“simpler time” (didn’t seem so then, dude)
as two SVSM Editors tried to “lighten the
mood” for everyone. These “quiz questions” premised as “serious exams if you want to be ONE OF US” were just bit
of communal “self deprecation”, but like many bits
taken out of context, today could be sparking off as
yet another “reason why THEY (insert group or any
currently “outside” individual) AREN”T welcome”
With “social modelling” almost as rare as teeth of a
proverbial hen, again it seems necessary to stress, if
we are sometimes a bit less quick with the quip to
“take someone down, NOW” and a lot swifter with
a simple “welcome to our club/group/time out with
modelers like yourself”, even when at first taking a
perhaps thoughtless move or remark by someone a
bit “new to us” (who may be just plain unnerved, I
mean really, remember YOUR first time??) , whole
outlook for “our thing” might seem incredibly POSITIVE or even, GROWING. Thanks, your Grumpy Editor – mickb
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Coming Upon Realization of “ The Truth of New Modelers Are Out There ”, If Only We’d Bother To Try ( from 1)

Say hello to Amanda. For a few years running now, she’s known me and some
others of a regular weekly dinner crew as local customers. She also knew before
she ever worked our table, that we’re “the model guys”. So there wasn’t any big
shock for her, if some of us chose to bring in kits, books, magazines or *gasp*
finished or unfinished work of ours to share at our sitdowns. Not a practice that
is meeting with approval from all the regulars or not so, mind you, in fact some
are downright discouraging or disrespectful about voicing opinion “that we not
bring our toys to the table”. Not that would ever stop me for one, or others thank
gods. Happily enough, Amanda had shared interest and conversed over time to
me among some of us, that she found the hobby and our “club/community” not
at all so odd, or even something that shouldn’t be spoken of publicly. Some may
question her sanity in choice of reading material (above) but Amanda has joined

the ranks of those who choose to read some local “free modelling rags” that a few here reading may be familiar with.
But I digress (yes, pridefully so though). A few weeks prior her becoming a subscriber to the Free Hornets Buzz and
SVSM publications, Amanda specifically queried me about precise subjects available in model form. After pleasingly
expressing interest and examining a recent purchase of mine for the upcoming TriCity 12, on the British theme-ology.
Namely, the kitting by Monarch Models of “GORGO”, namesake movie monster from the 1961
King Brothers Pictures “B Movie” production. Yes, it’s a British movie and set in London, merely
coincidental in that my delight in finding this kit and sharing it despite agonized groans of dinner
mates, lead to conversation that finally tipped into action, aiding Amanda’s interest in modelbuild
While Amanda didn’t have any in depth interest or knowledge of Gorgo (it’s far older than she is)
she did appreciate why it interested me and so prompted her ask about other kinds of kits that may
be more in her interest and ability to tackle (as she looked at the kit contents, gaining better ideas
of the relative tasks at hand) for her possible first venture on her own in scale modelling.
Armed now with the knowledge that she directly was interested if I could in fact locate such, the
“classic VW Beetle” as a kit for her to someday tackle. Along with a willingness to try out models
I’d be willing to vouch for as good bets “to learn on and build some skills”. Shortly rewarded was
I, thanks to long time modeler extraordinaire Randy Rothaar, ensconced in San Joaquin Valley as
of these days, so I don’t get to see him often. But being blessed with a travel with Jim Priete and
Mike Meek to Modesto for a 4th Friday of the month SJVSM meeting, next telling Randy what I was looking for , why,
paid off with purchasing a Porsche Boxster snaptite kit (Revell) and two Classic VW Beetle kits, sedan & ‘vertible.

A couple weeks later, I made it to dinner and Amanda was working that shift. Luckily for us both, as she happily took
the Boxster “on spec” and asked that I hold the VWs for her until she felt ready to tackle her “dream projects”. Above,
you can see what she turned out in pretty short order from that “first model, ever”. Mind you, this was on her own, not
any one assisting except by quick conversational asides during work time in busy restaurant. Pretty damned fine work.

Most fun, Amanda’s honest appraisal of her experience, including that “it was sort of easy, so maybe a more complex
kit next time” and that elapsed working time probably was in range of less than 3 hours total, with “damn fun, want to
do some more” as the assessment for encouraging me to try to keep this potential new modeler going “with the flow”
Sharing a look at the Pegasus “Tuskegee Airman P-51C” (snaptite) and also an old AMT “Rides Magazine” kitting of
the 2005 Ford GT40 “street car” (a still lovely model “snaptite” that was recommended to me by President Greg) for
two possible “next experiences”, found Amanda choosing the “challenge of the Ford” as her gut preference. The box
for it is the “base” for the Boxster in the shot above, in case you’re unfamiliar with this model kit, want to look for one

After a couple of weeks Amanda, rightfully proud of herself, brought both finished snaps in to share with us at dinner.
With a now completed GT-40 “ with a really rather more complicated than I expected motor modelling experience” as
one of her signature comments. That body fits just fine, I was getting an appreciative look at all her work is all, above.
Now that she’s tackled these two, and gotten a “test bed” for “super glue practice on her own” (don’t faint, a “scrap”
Hasegawa 1980s edition of the Convair Delta Dagger F-102A, from my collection of “junk items” ) Amanda will be
testing her skills for “small repairs” to these 2.

So while you look over this little essay of pictures, keep in mind, they’re
the first two models completed by this person. Who had fun doing them,
with no pressure, no particular goal in mind other than to “just try it out”
Because she knows “we enjoy it & for long while”, so may be so will she

Amanda also knows quite well that we stage competitions at both “club level” and “regional, state and international”,
trust she hasn’t been able to avoid getting plenty of exposure to that particular aspect of our scale hobby over time. But
also know there’s damn little likelihood that will interest her much “as fun”, nor showing up at our meetings or shows
as a member or visitor. She has plenty enough life and pursuits to keep her busy without any of that. Still, she’s plenty
intrigued to continue her “model studies”. Amanda’s preparing to endeavor into uncharted as yet territory of glue kits,
types of painting (especial interest to see how “nail polish” painting by some very capable auto modelers understand to
perform “magic” of applying to models, can perhaps be mastered by her. As she said, plenty of cool shades there !)

While there are many “knowing heads” in the USA IPMS among others, who may gnash teeth or pedantically voice of
how “difficult” it is to “reach new modelers, especially the youth”, perhaps it’s a case of not looking around or giving
a listen to their own surroundings. Or not being so certain you have to “hide your hobby”, lest someone *gasp again*
“discover your secret” (that you’re an avid “adult scale modeler”) and “only share it in safe venues like our shows, or
meetings”. You know, where there’s just an abundance of folks, dropping in all the time, new to the hobby… uh huh.
Thank You Amanda, for letting me share your story and for your interest in trying out this very fun “art and hobby”

OH NO ! NO NO NO NOT THAT. ANYTHING BUT THAT ! Oh SO SORRY KIDS BUT HERE RETURNS THE

Editor’s Mad Ravings – this timepiece’s editor, Mick Burton (don’t fret, next month we have others who don’t forget)
“ NO FOOLING, RUN BACK TO CATCH THINGS UP AS WE GO ONWARD ”
As you may or may not recall, the TAMS editorials for first three months of 2016 reflected a bit of editorial sleight
Of hand to usefully fulfill several vital (to the selfish editor, moi mickb) needs and appear also to be worth reading.
One of those needs was a return to reflect on the rich varied history of our now over 53 years chartered IPMS USA
in a somewhat cohesive, continuity driven manner, to illustrate, illuminate and hopefully motivate more of same.
Another was simply to have something in the editorial page that made him happy to publish, with short timing.
And of course yet another, have a potential “traffic driver” to get folks to visit my own modeler website where
I can better share things like the archived material I am referencing here, in greater depth and at their leisure.
As the choice to “go big” and try a second (and apparently successful, based on scant feedback) rendering of a
“BIG CONTEST REVIEW ISSUE” of The AfterMarket Sheet, for SVC # 3, as he had prototyped in April ’15 with the
TAMS for April covering SVC # 2, left no time and even less room to put a “fourth” version of this “cheap machine”.
That said, I’ll point out that if you have or had gone to my Editor’s Archive Home Page at “mickbmodeler.com” you
would have seen the put forth, “fourth edition of this WayBack machine 2016”. These issues are now moved into the
Archive 1 of that same site, as the soon to be discussed May and June versions will be appearing on that Home Page…
NOW THE CATCHUP: 10, 20 and yes, THIRTY years ago the month of APRIL, are “cover articles” for monthly
Newsletter eventually named The Styrene Sheet.
Alan Wolcott, Editor for the April 1986 work and
the hard working generator of much of contents.
In this issue, we found some very familiar items:
Namely efforts to generate/maintain interest by a
“Junior” contingent of modelers, the “ideas” game
which generated many changes to schedules and
Events, still feel the effects today, REALLY !

As it were then, IPMS USA Nationals for 1986 were IN CALIFORNIA
and Alan reminds, as does Rodney Williams (a newer member…) of this
need to BOOK YOUR ROOM SOON ! Then bulk of the remaining issue
was Alan’s look at upcoming kit releases courtesy of Andrew Yanchus.
APRIL 1996 sees this odd person with a strangely similar name to mine,
in THIRD of a series of articles on “ Dream Cars modelling”. Burton was
also serving as club President (again) as an editorial ‘two cents” indicated
Chris Bucholtz was Editor and wrangled something readable out of it all

Helped along in that aforementioned 1996 April by Ben Pada’s feature on improving the 1/48th P-47N of Minicraft 
Rolling in to wrap up the catchup, we find new Editor Jared Bishop in April
2006 scribing his first editorial on his own after taking helm from John Heck,
who’d followed Chris Bucholtz. Amusingly (to this Editor at least) he’s gone
on a muse about “what models have others done and how to get them to write
articles for this?” As I said before, part of the fun of “wayback machining” is
getting “documented” how much things are pretty stable for long periods…
This issue features on cover, an article by Jared’s dad Paul on ROKAF F-18s
Along with a great article on the USS Scamp (a Skipjack class submarine), as
well “Big Red” by “Ole Red” Rodney Williams, a tale of his 1/48th Revell kit
of the F-86D as he muses about “ why so many unbuilt kits, why buy any at
my tender age of 74 ? ” back then. He’s still going strong, DECADE LATER!
WELL NOW LET’s GO TO “CURRENT” EVENTS less 10, 20, 30 years…

That’s the MIGHTY 4 PAGED May issue,
1986 there on the right. That really equates
into 8 pages on the half /half landscaping.
While yes, 30 years back in calendar from
now, you should really go and look this one
up specifically for the extremely full amount
of relevant even today items, regarding the
conduct and purpose of “club events” and I
point out that includes “weird club contests”
as then Pres Barry Bauer had just launched
what became one of our ALL TIME FAVE
club contests, namely the “1/144 F-14 gig”
Ever seen an F-14 AWACS? Thought so.
MAY 1996 had an excellent cover article by Ken Miller, on conversion of
Hasegawa’s S2F-1 into a CDF firebomber, including a humorous aside as
to availing yourself of ways to avoid having nose weight solder balls end up
on your copilot seat. Chris Bucholtz’s editorial shines a light on how it
is we just (then) had FOUR events transpire since last issue, and his kudos
to “The Road Warriors” (of four clubs, SVSM being one of the biggies) of
whom a major participation in those events was responsible for. Burton’s
regale tale for “Dream Cars” showed up here as part Four, the brilliant kit
of JoHan’s in review and history behind it, namely Chrysler’s Turbine Car.
My favorite bit of material here was in the April minutes though, for there
You will find early on the notation of the FIRST EVER Tim Curtis Award
Winner for Service to SVSM…to Bruce McBride (a “dual passporter” then
as member of both Fremont Hornets & SVSM !) . By the minutes, you’ll be
informed that Bruce richly deserved his trophy, having raised the VA kits
total that year donated from “respectable 300 to massive 447 items, valued
at $2999 by the VA” folks! Now you know, the beginning of this award …

Finally closing in on “current” month “wayfaring” back
with Jim Lund splendidly revealing all that went on for
his then pretty unique 1/72 “HK-1 Spruce Goose” . He’s
way ahead of any “special limited run companies” here.
Editor now Jared Bishop is beginning to note the chasm
before him based on his editorial, namely how few are
writing for how many are building … You do learn. 
A nice feature inside this issue too, is “NACA Bob”
Miller’s writeup “on the prettiest little light planes you
Never did see”, his paean to Klemm single engines in
1/72 scale, various manufactures. While he did so many
exquisitely appreciated articles on NACA/NASA model
efforts, this one joins his “discussion on doping fabric
in the early war years” as just fabulous gemology we’re
so lucky to have gotten “for free”. None like him then
or now. Bob, like now departed member Stan Muniz, a
member of Wings of History Museum for whom I still
docent, and both helped me among others, appreciate a
lot more, the role of sharing history with all and sundry.
“OKAY, NOW ON TO THE NEAR FUTURE”
10, 20 and yes, THIRTY years ago JUNE the “cover
articles” for monthly Newsletter , quite literally add up
to just TWO. 1986 with Alan Wolcott capturing literally
“all the brimstone fit to print” as there is PLENTY TO
READ ABOUT “WHERE THE HELL is Club Going?”
There is an “old hand returned” who had letter to
the Editor, that’s especially cogent on this.

JUNE 1996 shuttled us in to a great set of articles by several, Chris
B’s Knox class was the lead cover as you see. There is a humourous
but truly dead accurate “on how serious you should not take hobby”
on the editorial page, also courtesy of Chris. June 2006 alas, saw the
Jared Bishop editorship run aground by life that month. So no show.
ALL these Sheets discussed here here are now featured at my site
www.mickbmodeler.com for a time. They’re on first page of “Editor’s Archive”. Bee seeing you. - mickb

THE FREE HORNETS
INVITE YOU & FRIENDS
TO

OUR

2016 TRICITY CONTEST

FUNDRAISER AUCTION
CURRENTLY SCHEDULED TO BE HELD ON

OUR MEETING NIGHT OF FRIDAY

JULY 08 2016

AT OUR USUAL MEETING LOCATION
Irvington Community Center, 41885 Blacow Road, Fremont CA
There will be a FIVE DOLLAR DOOR CHARGE , and plenty of bargains to be had !

Business begins promptly at 8 PM & everything must be concluded by 10 PM
ADD TO THE FUN !
BRING AN UNSTARTED MODEL KIT (or two!)
THAT YOU WOULD BID MADLY FOR TO GET BACK, AS A DONATION
Queries may be directed to our contact – DAZE61283@mypacks.net please allow for 2-3 days response time

UPCOMING EVENTS CALENDAR AS OF 05-31-16
Friday, June 17 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers monthly meeting. Member’s Club Contest Theme is “ You Mother “
Friday, July 18 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers monthly meeting. Club Contest Theme “ Apollo Ascendant ”
Friday, August 19 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. President’s Club Contest Theme “ It Figures – Eight is Enough ”
Saturday, August 27 2016
IPMS/ Fresno Scale Modelers host their latest contest. Fresno City College Cafeteria, Fresno CA Details coming.
Friday, September 16 2016
IPMS/ SV Scale Modelers host their SV Classic FUNDRAISER Auction. Regular meeting place, details coming
Sunday, September 25 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their TriCity Classic # 12 at the Milpitas Community Center, Milpitas CA. Theme is
“Battle of Britain”, for all things British/directly related. 50 categories, 20 Special Awards, see website for details.
Saturday, October 15 2016
IPMS Sonoma County host their show “ Hobby Expo 2016 ”. Lucchessi Center, Petaluma.
Friday, October 21 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers monthly meeting. Club Contest Theme “ Frankenstein’s Model ”
Saturday, November 05 2016
IPMS/ Antelope Valley Group host Desert Classic #20, AV College, Lancaster, CA SPECIAL AWARD Category
“JURASSIC PLASTIC “ Overall theme is “Vietnam War, 1946-1975”
Friday, November 11 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets monthly meeting.
Friday, November 18 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. President and Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ The End All and Be
All Contest ” See www.mickbmodeler.com
Friday, January 20 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1917 ”
Friday February 17 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ Northrop’s Notables ”
See www.mickbmodeler.com
Friday, January 19 2018
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1918 ”

“ It MAY Have
Happened ”

2016 MAY CLUB CONTEST
Photos & Text : Mick Burton
Models: Curly, Larry & Moe

2015/16 Prez Woolson & Editor Mick offered a means to an end that
Tried to give about as much latitude as one could for any club contest!
Basic, simple rules: Entry simply had to have some tie to the month,

with obvious extra push given to those of
more specific linkage & emphasis. With a
fair amount of promotion, seemed to pay!
Laramie Wright made for spirited compete,
with this 6 piece gathering covering several
days in May ! (on the left)
Laramie’s Grumman F4F Wildcat was in the
scheme it would have been seen in May 1942
as he carefully relayed and had documented.
He likes this one for the huge stars on sides,
somewhat rare and very striking on these.
Next to his Wildcat, a 1/72 German wingman
or so the Editor dubiously premises here.
In closer, you can see better it’s his NBF # 3
(of five built) as this one invaded Norway, 1940

There’s his “1945 US Army M4A3 with aerial recog flags”, next to his Polish Div Firefly, 1945, then May’67 for the
M48A2 in Megach School commander markings. Below right, another look at NBF #3, his May 1940 Char 2 behind.

Lastly, Laramie’s Soviet M4A2 May 1945 and look at M48A2
Cliff Kranz combined the
Glencoe Redstone with the
Revell Mercury in 1/48. So
recreate Cdr Alan Shepard’s
May 5 1961 first flight into
space for USA with human,
made Editor’s night, too.
Ron Wergin’s P-47D was in
markings for a unit in Italy at
VE-Day and beyond, so then
he was encouraged to put it
into the contention later on.
The Brazilian Air Force craft had “special” bit
of “nose art” which I shot close up. Ron told us
how the Brazilians did that as a comment on the
food in the “Yank mess hall”. In any case, they
served alongside USAAF and enjoyed “our” winning Victory in Europe, it seems.

SO Now, on to WINNERS!

MAY “It May Have Happened ” THIRD PLACE for “ P-47D FAB “
Ron Wergin

MAY “It May Have Happened ” SECOND PLACE for “ Alan Shepard 5/5/61 ”
Cliff Kranz

MAY “It May Have Happened ”

FIRST PLACE for “ Char 2c, May 1940 ”
Laramie Wright

SEEKING BUILDERS ALL for an EXCELLENT MEMBER LEAD MODEL EFFORT

PLEASE CONTACT John Carr via the Editor’s email DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET

LITTLE OUTLINES of CLUB CONTESTS for YEAR 2016

YOU MOTHER – JUNE 2016 SVSM Member’s Contest Theme

A rare and creative direction for competition with a wry titling ! Will be aeronautical in approach, but
requires some forethought as you must plan for Mother & Child. Check it out.
Per Member who came up with this fiendishly fun scale fight, qualifying contesting entries are listed below.
Note, they must be finished to be award eligible, and “in combo”, not single ships. Pylon references plus
any requisite modeler tech to produce, not considered being outside your skill sets by the Member Sponsor.
LIST:
EB-29 + (X-1, X-2, D-558-II, XF-85) ( Actual designation for “Fertile Myrtle” = P2B-1S )
EB-50 + (X-1, X-2)
NB-52 + (X-15, X-24A, X-24B, M2F2, M2F3, HL-10, Pegasus)
L1011 + Pegasus LV
Short Mayo Composite (Seaplane,AirMail Service)
DC-130 + (Firebee drones, other Ryan products of more “secret” nature)
747 Shuttle Taxi + (Shuttle Orbiter)
SpaceShip One & White Knight
German Mistels (real or proposed) series
Short Mayo Composite (Maia-Mercury)
FICON (RF or F-84 with GRB-36)
JB-36 Ferry (in transport of XB-58)
Tupelov ANT TB-1, TB-3 Zveno Project
Lockheed M-12/GTD-21 Blackbird combo
Project Tip Tow EB-29/EF-84 combo
Project Tom Tom B-36/EF-84 combo
Leduc 022 with her mothership
Byrd’s Antarctic Land Cruiser with Staggerwing
B-52 with GTD-21B
Dornier with Me-328
I-19, I-21, I-25 (sub carrier plus E14Y Glen)
I-400 (sub carrier plus Aichi Seiran floatplane bomber)
G4M Betty (when outfitted with an Ohka suicide bomber)
Sponsoring member suggests reference to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mother_ship
for anyone seeking additional guidance or an idea where maritime/land options lie.
There you have it, now get two it ! You have some weeks yet (more or less) to get ‘er done.

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST THEME JULY 2016

“

APOLLO ASCENDANT ”

My MANNED SPACE PROGRAM club contest model competition celebrating 50 years since first of the Saturn 1B
launches to test USA's Apollo hardware took flight in Feb 1966

Now, of course, one canny modeler competitor or another will likely realize as I will blatantly point out, that
definition does include a LOT MORE than MEETS the eye, so if you're not a "flaming tube fan" or "spam in a can
orbiter maker", there are several options still open to you.
Say, the X-15, X-24, M2F-1, 2, 3, HL-10 vehicles with direct tie to
US Manned Space effort. X-20 DynaSoar may not have flown, but it
counts too, like the USAF MOL project.
On the off chance that you're still not quite with this, or really not a
fan of USA space hardware/programs, remember there's plenty of
other options still here
Russia and China for
two. There are others,
but I can't do all your
heavy lifting

FINISHED ENTRIES
ONLY ones eligible for
awards, but all entries
welcomed

SVSM PRESIDENT’s CONTEST August 2016

“

It FIGURES ”

AKA; “ EIGHT IS ENOUGH REDUX “ (return of the Max of 8 Parts Model)

Some days back (okay, try March 2006 ) we tried out this idea where any
models entered had to consist of EIGHT OR FEWER PARTS. That was it .
Figures or ANY OTHER KIND OF MODEL SUBJECT, finished , for the
purpose of entry into this utterly ridiculous gig (that’s why it’s FUN, okay ?)
And that’s just how “It Figures” ( an entendre of multiplicity less than 8 )

OPENING SEPTEMBER !

AT OTHER END OF SEPTEMBER

COMING
UP
IN AN
AFTER
MARKET
NEAR
YOU !

Full Reprint of SVSM
Member Article from
WAY
BACK
That Caused That Letter
(clipped above)
To come out in May, ‘95
That is 1995, Smart Guy.
Very Funny.
We didn’t have these in 1895

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
The NNL West Crew Has Booked 2-4-2017 for
their next Show!
Based again at the Santa Clara Convention Center Hall of course. Theme will be Announced, Watch for it
====================================================================================
PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY AND FRIENDS
Because it seems sometimes more than a few forget this :
THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING (if ever there is).
If you’re having fun,
Then you’re doing it right.

